Josef To Discuss Job Opportunity With State Dept.

Harold G. Josef, foreign service officer of the Department of State, will visit the University today to talk with students who are interested in a career in the Foreign Service.

Meetings with Mr. Josef are scheduled for 2:30, 3:30, and 5:30 p.m. today in the Bishop White Room in Houston Hall. In addition, Mr. Josef will be available between 10 and 11 a.m. and 4 and 4:30 p.m. in the Office of Placement Services.

Mr. Josef, born in Buenos Aires, Argentina, has received degrees from the University of Chicago and the School of Advanced International Studies of the Johns Hopkins University in 1947. After serving in the Army during World War II, he was appointed to the Department of State in 1948. Mr. Josef was here at the University last year to discuss his career in the Foreign Service.

Campus Chest Show

Tonight at 9 in Irvine

The Campus Chest Variety show, which this year will feature a full-scale parody of the musical "South Pacific," will be held tonight in the Auditorium.

Toni Taylor, well-known recording artist, will highlight the talent which has been assembled for the show. Miss Taylor is a New York City native to do a benefit performance at the show, will appear with such campus favorites as Lemuel Schofield, who will portray Dr. Raimo, and William Capell, who will impersonate Pinocchio, Fido Fino, and Ronald Lounsbury, the namesakes of Bache Henderson.

Opening Scenes

The show, produced and directed by Lloyd J. Weidemann and Lawrence R. Schellert, will include the narrative and interviewing of the campus talent who are vying for the Campus Chest Queen title.

Included in the cast of the Campus Chest's Steve Allen show are Harriet Miller as Kirby康, Buchi, Brenda Baum as Penny, and Dorothy Kott as Bethy Benson.

Interviews Held

The scheduled group interview will be held Thursday at 10 a.m. in the Administration Building. All members of the campus will be asked to appear.

Yockshoff Slates Picture Of Feb. Grads This Week

The picture section of the Yearbook plans to have their yearbook pictures taken this week. The pictures will be taken between 5 and 9 a.m. at the photographic bureau of the Campus Camera Club, 1212 N. Market Street.

Editor John Duggan has been working on the program for the past few weeks to prepare the program for the picture-taking session. He has planned to take the pictures in three sessions, with each session consisting of approximately 50 students.

Fire Prevention Leaflets Spread

In cooperation with Fire Prevention Week, the University of Pennsylvania has received copies of 500 fire alarm leaflets which will be distributed to all students.

The leaflets are a part of the educational program of the University of Pennsylvania and the Department of State, and are intended to promote fire safety and reduce the risk of fire accidents.

Laundry Fire Safety Should Be Reported

King Wright, head of the student laundry service, has requested that students who have reported a fire alarm service which was damaged by fire, submit a signed list of the articles which were in the service when the fire occurred.

The list should be turned into the student laundry office, which is the Memorial Tower Office.

JAY F. FRANK

Placement Staff To Hold Meetings

For New Seniors

Seniors in the Wharton School, the College and graduating students in the Wharton Graduate Division will be invited to a meeting of the Placement Service to attend registration for a meeting to be held Friday, October 11 through October 13.

Reason For Application

For seniors who want to know more about the Placement Service Application Form in the first week of class. The Placement Service represents the University to business and industry and has the responsibility of assisting students in their career planning.

The purpose of the meeting, according to Frank, is to acquaint the members of the class with their classmates' financial situation and to rekindle the spirit of the class lost since its freshman year.

At present, the Class of 1957 has a deficit of $400 in its budget. With a poor attendance at both its freshman and senior dances, the class has been left with a deficit of approximately $600, according to the Office of Student Affairs. Junior Class of 1959 is off the average financial pace set by previous classes.

Permanent Deficit

This deficit can only be cured through increased interest at the Junior Prom and Senior Ball, according to Thomas Peoples, Junior Class Vice-president. He also stated that the advance ticket sales for the Junior Prom are to be held on Friday from 3 to 5 p.m. in the Administration Building.

The rally, sponsored by the Junior Class, will be held at the Wharton Gymnasium on Friday, October 18 at 7:30 p.m.

Advance Sales Law

"I feel certain that the Undergraduate Council will conserve the memory of the Wharton student body," said Mr. Wright.

The purpose of the rally is to encourage the Class of 1959 to participate in the annual Wharton Ball and to raise money for the Class of 1957 scholarships.

Future Affairs At Stake

"I feel certain that the Undergraduate Council will conserve the memory of the Wharton student body," said Mr. Wright.

The rally will be held at the Wharton Gymnasium on Friday, October 18 at 7:30 p.m. The rally will consist of a prize drawing, a dance, and a rally for the Class of 1959.

JAY F. FRANK

Records Staff, Highball Art Staff Meet at Franklin Society Bldg.

All editorial staff members interested in participating in Record activities, the literary activities, and the fraternities will meet at Franklin Society on Friday, October 18 at 3:30 p.m. The meeting will be held in the basement of Franklin Society.

Junior Class Deficit Report

The Junior Class Council of the University of Pennsylvania has released its 1957 financial report, which shows a deficit of $400. The report states that the class is facing a financial crisis and is in need of immediate assistance.

The report indicates that the Junior Class is facing a financial crisis and is in need of immediate assistance.
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I assume that everyone who saw the game left Franklin Field proud of a team that fought to within two penalties of beating highly favored, undefeated Princeton. Penalties are part of the game, sure, but when the Quakers had most of their own scores called back just miss another one for another rule infraction, it really hurts. Alex DeLucia's 84 yard first quarter TD run with an Intercepted pass was a case in point, a run which was not even needed to putting him into the clear. And to top it off we had the bad luck to incur an oft ignored penalty in the fourth period which put us back to the Tiger ten after having a third and goal on the five.

This is enough of "if this hadn't of happened we would have won." The main thing I hope to accomplish is to pay tribute to a Penn team that played fired-up football for 60 minutes, Saturday.

In the first half, the first of which saw our team fighting to the very last gun. Stung by the first down on our five yard line, and the 65 against VPI. We also didn't serve as a testimony to team spirit, but it showed that we seemed to have licked our penalties totalled only 34 yards compared to the 116 against Chi and the 69 against VPI. We also didn't fumble the ball away at all to Princeton, after we had lost a total of eight balls on fumbles in the first two games. The Penn team tackling was sharper by far on Saturday and Bob Lebby averaged 41 yards on four kicks, one of which was good for 60 yards and another shorter kick that rolled dead on the Tiger two. The Penn team tackling was sharper by far on Saturday and Bob Lebby averaged 41 yards on four kicks, one of which was good for 60 yards and another shorter kick that rolled dead on the Tiger two.

In passing out Individual praise it is hard to draw the line when the entire squad played so well, but Jim Shada and Frank Riepl both lunge unsuccessfully for a third down on our five yard line, and the 65 against VPI. We also didn't fumble the ball away at all to Princeton, after we had lost a total of eight balls on fumbles in the first two games.

Two more in the fourth period, the Quakers fought close to the Tiger goal. One threat was thwarted with four minutes left by a Princeton interception after we made a fumble down on their 21 and the second was stopped 35 yards out by a 3 yard run and a 5 yard run by Rose showed that Penn was still very much alive in the game.

Not only does our driving final half play serve as a testimony to team spirit, but it also shows that we seemed to have licked our penalties totalled only 34 yards compared to the 116 against Chi and the 69 against VPI. We also didn't fumble the ball away at all to Princeton, after we had lost a total of eight balls on fumbles in the first two games. Penn didn't paint up the Princeton campaign with an experienced team in the fourth period, but two carloads from here did plant crosses into the middle of the Nassau campus. The boys also managed to hang two big bed sheet "Beat Princeton" signs from dorm balconies.

Twins in a line and in the air is to be noted that our pass defense was again first class as compared to a rating last season of last class. Princeton compiled two of eight losses and gained a little yardage. Penn compiled through the air per game 23 completed to 59 yards per game given up to empty throwers in 1954. Our offense also made over 500 yards rushing and 200 more yards in the previous encounters and we missed a lot more yardage, and possibly scores, on three of four long passes that came within a hair's breadth of being completed to long receivers. Despite the loss, the total impression was memorable memories of Eddie Bell. Highlighting his sophomore year was one of Drooging Tiger halfbacks for seven and 11 yard losses. In the punting department Lebby averaged 41 yards on four kicks, one of which was good for 60 yards and another shorter kick that rolled dead on the Tiger two. The Penn team tackling was sharper by far on Saturday and Bob Lebby averaged 41 yards on four kicks, one of which was good for 60 yards and another shorter kick that rolled dead on the Tiger two.

In passing out Individual praise it is hard to draw the line when the entire squad played so well, but Jim Shada and Frank Riepl both lunge unsuccessfully for a third down on our five yard line, and the 65 against VPI. We also didn't fumble the ball away at all to Princeton, after we had lost a total of eight balls on fumbles in the first two games.

Two more in the fourth period, the Quakers fought close to the Tiger goal. One threat was thwarted with four minutes left by a Princeton interception after we made a fumble down on their 21 and the second was stopped 35 yards out by a 3 yard run and a 5 yard run by Rose showed that Penn was still very much alive in the game.

Not only does our driving final half play serve as a testimony to team spirit, but it also shows that we seemed to have licked our penalties totalled only 34 yards compared to the 116 against Chi and the 69 against VPI. We also didn't fumble the ball away at all to Princeton, after we had lost a total of eight balls on fumbles in the first two games.
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Not only does our driving final half play serve as a testimony to team spirit, but it also shows that we seemed to have licked our penalties totalled only 34 yards compared to the 116 against Chi and the 69 against VPI. We also didn't fumble the ball away at all to Princeton, after we had lost a total of eight balls on fumbles in the first two games.

Two more in the fourth period, the Quakers fought close to the Tiger goal. One threat was thwarted with four minutes left by a Princeton interception after we made a fumble down on their 21 and the second was stopped 35 yards out by a 3 yard run and a 5 yard run by Rose showed that Penn was still very much alive in the game.
Pennsylvania Grid Foes
Triumph In Four Games

by Gerry Hirschhorn

Pennsylvania's 1955 future football opponents posted a 4-2 record last Saturday as the Red and Blue gridmen lost to undefeated Princeton 7-0.

Previously undefeated George Washington lost, 26-14, to a powerful Florida team. Sophomore quarterback Jim May pulled a surprising Florida squad into tight form as he led his team to victory. Penn plays George Washington Saturday.

It was a combination of speed, strategy, and the overall effort of the team which led the undefeated mid-Atlanticers to an impressive 21-0 win over Pittsburgh. Navy, Penn's last two weeks hence, afforded an overpowering attack as it amassed 117 yards rushing and 131 yards passing.

Pitt Games 90 Yards

Pittsburgh was able to gain only 10 yards on the ground. The Panthers tried just one pass but Navy, and Jim Owen scored the first touchdown of the game at 1:56 in the second quarter on a seven yard forward pass from Weidman. On the ensuing kickoff, the Black Knights shared the fullback berth with the Gallows scored the other touchdowns of the game on two and three yard plunges.

Penn State Wins 26-7

Penn State capitalizing on Virginia's mistakes, came from behind in the second period to win 26-7. The Nittany Lions benefited from the quarterbacking of Bobby Hoffman and outscored the Cavaliers by a 17-7 margin in the Virginia's one yard line. Hoffman won over on the next play and Miller Pluman converted giving State a 13-5 lead and the game over.

(Continued On Top Page)
Hugh's Views... by Hugh Jaccourt

Dr. Frelld & Co. have invaded the athletic world! There is a large school of thought today which contains that psychological factors play an important role as physical factors do in an athlete's performance.

For instance, a runner's confidence affects his run and run. His attitude, his confidence, his fears can top off or add many valuable seconds to his time. This doesn't mean that a coach will bring his star into a psychiatrist, but that he'll have him lie down in a hospital bed, and rest, and be treated with emotional factors. Some of the questions Doherty asks are: Can you name a particular factor, like help, or the pressure, which prove harmful in your performance? What thoughts or emotions were you operating on during your race? If doubts entered your mind against fatigue and stress, or a physical factor, were they overcome? When you felt fear, did you act on it? Were your thoughts or emotions directed toward the present, the past, or the future? When you felt you were going to lose, did you give in? If you were conscious of the worst races of these "greats" and their opponents, were you interested in learning the game were urged to report to J.V. Coach Artie Binns at Stewart Field any afternoon this week.

Frosh Soccer Coach Weimar

Impressed by Excellent Squad

How Weimar, new frosh soccer coach, is well pleased with the progress of his squad, which has won all three matches. He is planning an extension of his back-up, "Field Four," now accepted all over the world as a standard track guide.

Questions Greats

The former Penn Relays' victories bring in the questions that the students ask. Some of the questions Doherty asks are: Can you name a particular factor, like help, or the pressure, which prove harmful in your performance? What thoughts or emotions were you operating on during your race? If doubts entered your mind against fatigue and stress, or a physical factor, were they overcome? When you felt fear, did you act on it? Were your thoughts or emotions directed toward the present, the past, or the future? When you felt you were going to lose, did you give in? If you were conscious of the worst races of these "greats" and their opponents, were you interested in learning the game were urged to report to J.V. Coach Artie Binns at Stewart Field any afternoon this week.

The Class of 1957 cordially invites

THE UNIVERSITY FAMILY

to attend the

JUNIOR PROM

FRI. — OCT. 21, 1955 — 10 P.M. to 3 A.M.

All the pleasure comes thru...

the taste is great!

FILTER TIP TAREYTON CIGARETTES

THE ACTIVATED CHARCOAL FILTER

FILTER TIP TAREYTON CIGARETTES

PRODUCT OF
The American Tobacco Company,
AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFACTURERS OF CIGARETTES